Trainee Handbook
A guide for new Trainees

Grow your career, Grow your business
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The Traineeship
Process
Commonly used acronyms:
AASN - Australian Apprenticeship Support Network
ASQA - Australian Skills Quality Authority
Competency - A unit or work. A traineeship consists of Core competencies and a number of
Elective Competencies
DTWD - Department of Training and Workforce Development
Extension - Application to extend the traineeship beyond the period first specified
Incentive - Payments made to employer over period of traineeship
Outcome - Each competency consists of a number of outcomes. Each outcome must be met
to ensure a ‘pass’ in a competency
RTO - Registered Training Organisation
SSI - Skills Strategies International
Trainee - Employee employed under Australian Apprenticeship Scheme
Training Plan - An outline of the units negotiated to be delivered over the traineeship and a
schedule of when and how they are to be delivered and assessed
Variation - Application to alter the terms of the employment/training agreement
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The Traineeship
Process
What is a Traineeship?
A traineeship is an agreement between an employee and their employer, which is delivered
by a Registered Training Organisation and supervised and administered by the Government.
The agreement can cover a term of six months, one, two or three years - depending on the
type of traineeship undertaken and the employment status (part-time, full-time) of the trainee.
The parties to a traineeship are:
• the trainee (the employee)
• the workplace supervisor and the employer
• the Australian Apprenticeship Support Network representative
• the Registered Training Organisation
At the commencement of a traineeship, the trainee and employer will be required to sign
training agreements which specify the duration and type of training arrangement entered into.
The aim of the traineeship is to provide the trainee with appropriate on and off-the-job training
to ensure that the requirements of the traineeship program are met.
Rather than attending a training organisation on-campus, the trainee is encouraged to develop
their vocational skills in the workplace. Trainees can ‘top-up’ their training by using the online
portal or using resources provided by your Skills Strategies International trainer.
The employer, trainee and the Skills Strategies International trainer will discuss and plan the
format or method of training at commencement of the traineeship - determining which units of
study will be completed solely on-the-job, which need to be off-the-job training and identifying
units which will be completed using a combination of both.
On successful conclusion of the traineeship the trainee will be eligible to receive a Qualification
which indicates that this Qualification has been achieved by a traineeship strategy. A ll
traineeship Certificates are nationally accredited Certificates.
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The Traineeship
Process
The Trainee
The trainee undertakes the training required to achieve the outcomes associated with the
traineeship qualification. The training can occur on-the-job, online or off-the-job, or as a
blended combination. The training can be formalised, or simply practical - as in day to day
tasks associated with the job. The Trainee is required to keep a ‘training diary’ to record onthe-job training - what training occurs, when it occurs and the duration of the training.

The Employer
The employer provides the trainee with every opportunity to achieve the outcomes associated
with the traineeship. Where the trainee is unable to achieve a skill on-the-job, the employer
will give the trainee the opportunity to access relevant training, either off-the-job, or in another
format. Determined by the type of traineeship undertaken, the employer is obliged to ensure
the trainee has access to a specified number of ‘training hours’ per week. The trainee
records these training hours in their training diaries.

The Workplace Supervisor
A workplace supervisor is appointed by the employer to oversee all on-the-job training
undertaken by the trainee. The workplace supervisor is a contact for the Australian Apprentice
Centre (AAC) and Registered Training Organisation (RTO). The supervisor verifies that the
trainee has successfully demonstrated competence in each unit of the program prior to
assessment by the RTO representative. Skills Strategies offer training for the Workplace
Supervisor if required.

The Australian Apprenticeship Support Network
•
•
•
•
•

Draw up initial training agreements
Assist in completion and processing of claims for financial incentives
Support in regard to administration of traineeship agreement
Monitor progress of traineeship
Assist in finalising traineeship

The Registered Training Organisation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist in completion of enrolment paperwork if required
Construct a training plan in consultation with the trainee and employer/workplace
supervisor
Provide training and resources where appropriate
Monitor progress of traineeship; maintain regular contact with trainee and employer
Assess each competency as trainee completes training
Finalise the traineeship
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The Traineeship
Process
The Traineeship Process
INITIAL CONTACT
If the employer has not yet contacted an Australian
Apprenticeship Support Network, this needs to be done
before Skills Strategies International can offer their
services.
Once an AASN is selected, then SSI is requested to
act as the trainer in the traineeship program.

FIRST VISIT
A Skills Strategies International trainer will deliver the
enrolment information and other introductory materials. The
traineeship program will be discussed and a training plan
constructed. The trainee is requested to select appropriate
units in consultation with their employer.

SECOND VISIT
The SSI trainer will demonstrate the online portal and how
to access resources and assessments and go through
commencement of the first unit.

ASSESSMENT VISITS
The trainer will visit at regular intervals
to assess the competencies as they are
completed. Several competencies
should be assessed each visit—3 or 4
competencies can be assessed
comfortably at each appointment.

Your trainer will be in regular
contact with both the employer and
the trainee to conduct progress
reviews and deliver progress
reports.

You are encouraged to ring or
email your trainer for help and
advice regarding the training
program.

EITHER
PROGRESSION
On completion of the current traineeship
certificate—the trainee might consider
continuing to the next level certificate.
This should be discussed with the
employer, ASSN and trainer.

Once all competencies in the
traineeship have been completed
and the employer is happy with
the trainee’s on-the-job
performance, the traineeship can
be signed off.

Satisfaction Survey will be
requested.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Traineeship Fees

The fees charged for each traineeship enrolled at Skills Strategies International varies based
on the type of traineeship undertaken.
The employer or the trainee is invoiced the enrolment fee. The fee consists of:
• Tuition fee
• Materials fee if required
This fee is applied to each new enrolment - i.e. a trainee completing two Certificates will
need to enroll twice and will be subject to two full fees.
The fees cover all t he costs associated with training and assessment and include the cost
of resources and participation in classes or workshops conducted by SSI.
No further costs are incurred by the employer or trainee in completing a standard traineeship.
If the employer or trainee require training additional to that specified in the traineeship,
further costs may be incurred.

The First Visit
A representative of SSI will visit the organisation shortly after the trainee commences
employment/traineeship, to discuss the traineeship program with the trainee and the
workplace supervisor and/or employer.
At this meeting, the SSI representative will conduct a Pre-Training Assessment and also
bring along an enrolment kit, which will contain:
• An Enrolment Form
• An Eligibility Form
• An Authority to Invoice Form
• This Information booklet
• Draft Training Plan
• A Training Diary/Log

Information Booklet
Hopefully this booklet will answer all the questions you may have when commencing the
traineeship program - either as a trainee, workplace supervisor or an employer. If you have
any other enquiries not covered off in this booklet, or you wish to obtain further information,
please contact your Trainer or the SSI office.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Training Plan

The training plan is an essential tool for all parties to the traineeship program. It lists each
unit of competency, commencement and completion dates and verifies RTO visits and
assessments. Both the trainee and the S S I representative must keep a copy of the plan.
Once there is agreement on which competencies will be completed, the trainee, employer
and trainer work to ‘plot’ the competencies over a twelve-month period (or alternatively the
duration of the traineeship).
The trainee is asked to draft a plan first - this is done by rearranging the list of
competencies into priority order. Those competencies the trainee has some understanding of
already should be the first on the list. The competencies that may require additional training,
those that appear a little more difficult, should be left until later in the traineeship.
Once a prioritised list of competencies has been completed, some information can be
transferred to the draft plan
From the prioritised list of competencies determine how they should be staggered across
the year and how many should be completed in a month. Some may take two or three months
to complete. Indicate the time that will be spent working on a single competency by allocating
proposed commencement and proposed completion dates
If possible indicate which competencies can be completed solely on-the-job and those that
will require some online training or coaching by your trainer
Indicate who the workplace supervisor will be for each competency.
Where the traineeship stipulates a requirement of structured on-the-job training time, an
indication must be given of when this will take place, i.e. Thursday mornings, in the Staff
Room from 9:00 - 12:00. Where it is difficult to determine when the training will occur, and
some flexibility is required in this regard, simply indicate ‘as recorded in training diary’.
The training plan is a ‘tool’ that will help keep all parties on track, however it is not set in
concrete; it can be altered. Assessments can be postponed, or brought forward. Electives
can be added, deleted or changed.
Once the training plan is agreed upon, it should be signed by the trainee, the employer and
your trainer. A copy should be kept in the workplace and another copy should be retained by
SSI.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Planning and Preparation

Your trainer will plan the completion of each competency in consultation with the trainee and
the workplace supervisor. The trainee and the workplace supervisor will contribute to the
planning by:
• Suggesting how appropriate training can occur in the workplace and identify where
additional training off-the-job is required
• Suggesting what the trainee can do, or what the trainee can provide to verify they are
‘competent’ in each of the units or competencies
All parties will discuss a strategy for completion of training, preparation for assessment and a
proposed date of assessment will set.
The trainee must contact their trainer if they have any problems completing work, gathering
evidence or keeping the scheduled appointments. It is imperative that the trainee is well
organised for the assessment appointment, otherwise the appointment should be rescheduled.

Aligning Workplace Training with the Training Plan
Where ever possible you are encouraged to align normal business activities with your training
plan. If you are participating in a business activity that is not covered by the training plan for
some time evidence of this activity should be kept in your portfolio. It may mean you do not
have to complete a formal assessment later in the traineeship.
If you make changes to your assessment schedule you should let your trainer know by email.

AQF guide to learning expectations

AQF Level 2 – Certificate II
The purpose of the Certificate II qualification type is to qualify individuals to undertake mainly
routine work and as a pathway to further learning. Certificate II qualifications are located at
level 2 of the Australian Qualifications Framework.
Certificate II qualifications are designed and accredited to enable graduates to demonstrate
the learning outcomes expressed as knowledge, skills and the application of knowledge and
skills specified in the level 2 criteria and the Certificate II descriptor. Graduates at this level will
have knowledge and skills for work in a defined context and/or further learning

AQF Level 3 – Certificate III
The purpose of the Certificate III qualification type is to qualify individuals who apply a broad
range of knowledge and skills in varied contexts to undertake skilled work and as a pathway
for further learning. Certificate III qualifications are located at level 3 of the Australian
Qualifications Framework.
Certificate III qualifications are designed and accredited to enable graduates to demonstrate
the learning outcomes expressed as knowledge, skills and the application of knowledge and
skills specified in the level 3 criteria and the Certificate III descriptor. Graduates at this level
will have theoretical and practical knowledge and skills for work and/or further learning.
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Workplace Training Requirements

AQF Level 4 – Certificate IV

The purpose of the Certificate IV qualification type is to qualify individuals who apply a broad
range of specialised knowledge and skills in varied contexts to undertake skilled work and as
a pathway for further learning. Certificate IV qualifications are located at level 4 of the
Australian Qualifications Framework.
Certificate IV qualifications are designed and accredited to enable graduates to demonstrate
the learning outcomes expressed as knowledge, skills and the application of knowledge and
skills specified in the level 4 criteria and the Certificate IV descriptor. Graduates at this level
will have theoretical and practical knowledge and skills for specialised and/or skilled work
and/or further learning.

Mastery of Skills
Mastery of skills is achieved by repetition and practice so every opportunity should be made
to practice skills that are part of your units undertaken.

Time for Training
Employers are required to provide some time for learners to complete their training, however
it is recognised that they have a work role to fulfil as well.

Evidence
At assessment, the trainee will be asked to supply evidence to verify their competence.
Wherever possible, evidence should be collected prior to the assessment so that the actual
assessment process is as speedy and efficient as possible. The Assessment Task sheet
from Moodle is your guide for assessment. If you don’t have workplace evidence you will
have to complete the assessment tasks.

Evidence can take the form of:

Work Samples

Photocopies of workplace documents—confidential or
sensitive material must be deleted

Reports

Outlines of procedures or policies implemented in the
work place.

Activities

Exercises supplied by the assessor

Assessments

Test pieces supplied by the assessor

Checklists

Completed by the workplace supervisor or assessor to verify
observation of a skill or competence

Questioning or discussion

Responses given by the trainee at the time of assessment.

Workshop

Attendance at workshops or classes away from the
workplace.

Third Party Report

Verification of competence by a third party
.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Presentation Standards

When submitting your work for assessment, please ensure that you have completed the
following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All work must be submitted digitally
All work to be word processed using size 12 font, leave a minimum of a 2cm top,
bottom, left and right-hand margin.
Proof read all your work, paying close attention to grammar and spelling.
Ensure you only submit original work. You must acknowledge any other
person’s work, including the internet.
Ensure that the work has the name of the unit, the date submitted and your name.
Ask your supervisor to read through any activities that have been set and ask them to
make any relevant comments.
Ensure that the record sheet is signed by your supervisor.

You can negotiate with your assessor to do questions orally but make sure you have
prepared the answers.
If you are not going to be ready for an assessment on the day that you have a
scheduled appointment with your assessor, please contact them and let them know so
that the appointment can be rescheduled.

Assessments
Assessments are conducted in an informal, non-threatening manner. Trainees should be fully
informed of when and what will be assessed prior to assessment. Assessments are conducted
when the trainee has completed training in a competency and has gathered sufficient evidence
to verify their knowledge/skill in that competency.
Prior to your trainer calling to conduct an assessment:
• Workplace observations need to be signed
• All evidence/tasks etc. should be completed and ready for submission. The evidence
submitted will be copied and kept on file by your trainer
• Trainees are encouraged to keep a copy of all work submitted at assessment
Assessment can take a variety or a combination of forms:
• Observation
• Discussion, role play
• Questioning
• Collection of work samples
• Completion of assignments, tasks etc
• Checklists
Once the trainee and the workplace assessor are familiar with the assessment process, the
trainer will prefer to assess several competencies at each appointment, rather than conducting
assessments on single competencies.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Results

Your Trainer will advise the trainee, either at the assessment appointment or shortly afterwards,
whether the assessment was successful, i.e. the trainee was assessed ‘competent’. If the
trainee is not assessed as competent they will be given information on what extra evidence is
required for successful completion
In some instances, the trainee may be required to undertake further training before another
assessment can be conducted.
If the trainee or workplace supervisor do not agree with the result of an assessment, they
have the right to question the result with the trainer and failing a satisfactory outcome from
those discussions, they are encouraged to approach the Skills Strategies International
Director. A complaints and Appeals policy and Procedure is available or can be located in the
Student Handbook online.

Completion
Completion may occur in four forms:
1. Variation - training has not been completed by the due date and the traineeship
needs to be extended
2. Progression - in consultation with the employer, the trainee may decide to continue
to the next Certificate level. Both your AASN representative and your trainer need
to be advised so that they can complete one agreement and commence a new
agreement
3. Early completion - if training is completed prior to the due date, both the employer
and the trainer must agree that the traineeship contract be finalised. If the trainee
believes that training will be completed ahead of schedule, he/she must discuss early
completion with the employer before arranging completion with the trainer.
4. Completion - all on-the-job and off-the-job training is completed by the final date
noted on the training agreement, generally twelve months after commencement.

Issue of Certificates
Certificates cannot be issued unless all financial obligations incurred from enrolment have
been fulfilled, i.e.:
• Invoices for enrolment fees paid
•

Any books borrowed from SSI have been returned

The employer will receive a Letter of Appreciation from SSI to thank them for their contribution
to the traineeship process.
Certificate are either posted to trainees and employers, or delivered by your trainer.
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Workplace Training Requirements

Responsibilities

Trainees should advise in the event of:
• change of name, address or telephone number
• change of working conditions, i.e. full-time to part-time
• left employment
• unable to keep appointments due to holidays, sick leave or other reasons
Employers should advise in the event of:
•
•
•

problems or concerns with training or trainee’s performance
ceasing trainee’s employment
withdrawal from traineeship program

Withdrawing
Students who are no longer completing the course in which they are enrolled as a trainee will
need to discuss with their employer and the AASN about ending their traineeship and
withdrawing from their course.
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